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We theoretically study plasmonic antennas featuring areas of extremely concentrated electric or mag-
netic field, known as hot spots. We combine two types of electric-magnetic complementarity to increase
the degree of freedom for the design of the antennas: bowtie and diabolo duality and Babinet’s principle.
We evaluate the figures of merit for different plasmon-enhanced optical spectroscopy methods and optical
trapping: field enhancement, decay rate enhancement, quality factor of the plasmon resonances, and trap-
ping potential depth. The role of Babinet’s principle in interchanging electric and magnetic field hot spots
and its consequences for practical antenna design are discussed. In particular, diabolo antennas exhibit
slightly better performance than bowties in terms of larger field enhancement and larger Q factor. For
specific resonance frequency, diabolo antennas are considerably smaller than bowties, which makes them
favorable for the integration into more complex devices but also makes their fabrication more demanding
in terms of spatial resolution. Finally, we propose a Babinet-type dimer antenna featuring electromagnetic
hot spot with both the electric and magnetic field components treated on an equal footing.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.13.054045
I. INTRODUCTION
Plasmonic antennas (PAs) are metallic particles widely
studied for their ability to control, enhance, and concen-
trate electromagnetic field [1]. Strikingly, the field in the
vicinity of plasmonic antennas, the so-called near field,
can be focused into a deeply subwavelength region. At the
same time, the field is strongly enhanced with respect to the
driving field, which can be, e.g., a plane wave. Focusing
of the field stems from the excitation of localized sur-
face plasmons (LSP)—quantized oscillations of the free
electron gas in the metal coupled to the evanescent elec-
tromagnetic wave propagating along the boundary of the
metal.
In judiciously designed plasmonic antennas, local spots
of particularly enhanced electric or magnetic field can be
formed, referred to as hot spots. The hot spots typically
arise from the interaction between adjacent parts of a plas-
monic antenna separated by a small gap [2,3] but they can
be also based on the lightning rod effect (a concentration of
the field at sharp features of the antenna) [4–6] or combina-
tion of both. In various studies, electric hot spots have been
reported over a broad spectral range from THz [5] (hot spot
size λ/60000 predicted from electromagnetic simulations,
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with λ denoting the wavelength of the incident wave) to
visible [7] (hot spot size λ/600 and enhancement >500).
Depending on the enhanced field, hot spots can be clas-
sified as electric, magnetic, or electromagnetic. A variety
of plasmonic antennas with specific shapes, sizes, and
materials exists for both electric and magnetic hot spots.
Electric hot spots have been observed in the nanorod
dimer antennas, bowtie antennas [8], or chains of plas-
monic nanoparticles [2,9]. Magnetic hot spots are formed
in diabolo antennas [10], nanorings [11], or split-ring res-
onators [12]. Electromagnetic hot spots with simultaneous
enhancement of both electric and magnetic field are unique
for plasmonic antennas [13]. Their formation has been
observed in dielectric resonators (silicon nanodimers) [14].
Hot spots can be involved in many applications includ-
ing surface-enhanced Raman scattering [2,15,16], more
efficient photocatalysis [17], or fluorescence of individ-
ual molecules [18]. Metallic resonators with enhanced
magnetic field (magnetic hot spots) are used to increase
the efficiency of magnetic spectroscopies such as elec-
tron paramagnetic resonance [19]. Electromagnetic hot
spots can be useful for studies of materials with com-
bined electric and magnetic transitions such as rare earth
ions [20,21]. Combined enhancement of electric and mag-
netic field finds applications also in optical trapping [22],
metamaterials [23], or nonlinear optics [24].
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For experimental characterization of plasmonic hot
spots, the available methods are, e.g., scanning near-field
optical microscopy [14,25–27], photon-scanning tunneling
microscopy [3], two-photon luminescence spectroscopy
[28], or photothermal-induced resonance [29].
Bowtie geometry of plasmonic antennas features a par-
ticularly strong electric hot spot. Bowtie antennas are pla-
nar antennas consisting of two metallic triangular prisms
(wings) whose adjacent apexes are separated by a sub-
wavelength insulating gap. The hot spot arises from the
interaction between the apexes combined with the light-
ning rod effect (the charge of LSP accumulates at the
apexes). When the insulating gap is replaced with a con-
ductive bridge, a diabolo plasmonic antenna is formed.
Instead of charge accumulation, electric current is fun-
neled through the bridge, resulting in a magnetic hot spot.
Both the bowtie and diabolo antennas have been frequently
studied [8,10,18,30–35].
Various optimization and modification approaches have
been proposed with the aim to enhance the properties
of the bowtie and diabolo antennas, including the gap
optimization [30], fractal geometry [36], or Babinet’s prin-
ciple. Babinet’s principle relates the optical response of
a (direct) planar antenna and an inverted planar antenna
with interchanged conductive and insulating parts. Both
the direct and inverted antennas shall support LSP with
identical energies, but with interchanged electric and mag-
netic near field [37,38]. Consequently, when the direct
antenna features an electric hot spot, the inverted antenna
features a magnetic hot spot and vice versa. The validity
of Babinet’s principle for the plasmonic antennas has been
experimentally verified [39,40], although some quantita-
tive limitations have been found in particular in the visible
spectral range [41,42].
A unique combination of Babinet’s complementarity
and bowtie and diabolo duality extends a degree of free-
dom for the design of plasmonic antennas featuring hot
spots. In our contribution we compare the two antennas
featuring an electric hot spot (bowtie and inverted diabolo)
and the other two featuring a magnetic hot spot (diabolo
and inverted bowtie). By electromagnetic modeling we
retrieve the characteristics of the hot spots and figures of
merit of relevant plasmon-enhanced optical spectroscopy
methods. Finally, we design Babinet dimer antennas fea-
turing electromagnetic hot spots.
II. METHODS
In all simulations, the bowtie and diabolo antennas
are represented by two gold triangles or triangular aper-
tures (as shown in Fig. 1) of 30 nm height on a semi-
infinite glass substrate. Babinet dimers are formed by
two complementary PAs (direct and inverted, each of 30
nm height) vertically separated by a 10-nm-thick layer





FIG. 1. Schemes of four plasmonic antennas featuring hot
spots: (a) bowtie, (b) diabolo, (c) inverted bowtie, (d) inverted
diabolo. Metallic and hollow parts are represented by golden and
white color, respectively. Driving electric field is indicated by
red arrows. Charge or current accumulation and formation of the
electric or magnetic hot spot are shown as well. The dotted white
line in (c) indicates the qualitative correspondence between the
diabolo and inverted bowtie antennas, while the dotted white line
in (d) indicates a similar correspondence between the bowtie and
inverted diabolo antennas. Dimension parameters of the antennas
are shown in (e).
poly(methyl methacrylate). The whole dimer lies on a
semi-infinite glass substrate. The dielectric function of
gold is taken from Ref. [43] and the refractive index of
the glass is set equal to 1.47.
The electromagnetic field is calculated with the finite
difference in time domain (FDTD) method using a com-
mercial software Lumerical.
Scattering efficiencies and the near-field distribution are
calculated using a plane wave as illumination. Transition
decay rates are calculated as the decay rate of the power
radiated by an oscillating electric or magnetic dipole into
its surrounding (total decay rate) and into far field (radia-
tive decay rate). The dipole is positioned at the vertical
symmetry axis of the antenna. The decay rates are averaged
over three orthogonal polarizations of the dipole.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Plasmonic antennas, modes, and hot spots
Plasmonic antennas involved in the study and their
operational principle are illustrated in Fig. 1. The bowtie
antenna consists of two disjoint triangular gold prisms. An
oscillating electric field applied along the long axis of the
antenna drives the oscillations of charge that is funneled
by the wings of the antenna and accumulated at the adja-
cent tips [Fig. 1(a)]. Combined effects of plasmonic field
confinement, charge funneling, and charge concentration
(lightning rod effect) give rise to an exceptionally high field
in the area between the triangles, by orders of magnitude
higher than the driving field. In the diabolo antenna, the
triangles are connected with a conductive bridge, through
which a concentrated current flows instead of charge accu-
mulation [Fig. 1(b)]. A magnetic hot spot is formed around
the bridge. The inverted bowtie antenna is formed by two
disjoint triangular apertures in an otherwise continuous
gold film. Babinet’s principle predicts that for a comple-
mentary illumination (i.e., transverse oscillating electric
field) a complementary magnetic hot spot is formed. This
can be understood also intuitively as the antenna resem-
bles a rotated diabolo antenna [see dotted line in Fig. 1(c)].
Finally, the inverted diabolo antenna, which on the other
hand resembles the bowtie antenna, features an electric hot
spot Fig. 1(d).
The dimension parameters of the antennas are schemat-
ically depicted in Fig. 1(d). The thickness of the gold film
is set to H = 30 nm. The size of the right isosceles trian-
gles (i.e., ϑ = 90◦) is described by the wing length v. The
opposite triangles share a common apex. The isolating gap
in bowtie antennas and the conductive bridge in diabolo
antennas have the length G equal to the width W. These
dimensions do not scale with the size of the antenna (the
only scalable parameter is thus v) and are set to 30 nm to
reflect a convenient resolution of fabrication methods such
as electron-beam lithography and focused ion-beam lithog-
raphy. In general, one could expect stronger hot spots for
narrower gaps or bridges due to stronger charge or cur-
rent concentration. All edges are rounded with a radius of
10 nm. The antennas are placed on a semi-infinite glass
substrate (refractive index 1.47). The dielectric function of
gold is taken from Johnson and Christy [43].
One of the quantities characterizing plasmonic response
of antennas is their scattering efficiency Qscat. It describes
the power Pscat scattered by the antenna illuminated with
a monochromatic plane wave with an intensity I0 and is
defined as Qscat = Pscat/(I0S), where S denotes the geomet-
rical cross section of the antenna. Spectral dependencies
of Qscat for all four PA types are shown in Fig. 2 and the
energies of the lowest scattering peak corresponding to a
dipole plasmonic mode are shown in Fig. 3. We observe
that Babinet’s principle holds reasonably well. The peak
energies of the scattering efficiency in the complemen-
tary PA (i.e., bowtie and inverted bowtie, diabolo and
inverted diabolo) of the same size differ by less than 11%.
The difference is less pronounced for large antennas, in
line with the requirements of Babinet’s principle: perfectly
thin and opaque metal [42]. For the bowtie geometry, the
scattering peaks of inverted PAs are less intense and red-
shifted with respect to direct PAs (as is the case also for




FIG. 2. Spectral dependence
of the scattering efficiency Qscat
of (a) bowtie, (b) diabolo, (c)
inverted bowtie, (d) inverted
diabolo PAs for several values of
the wing length v of the antennas.
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(a) (b)
FIG. 3. (a) Peak energies of the scattering efficiency Qscat of bowtie (red full circles), diabolo (blue full squares), inverted bowtie
(blue empty circles), and inverted diabolo (red empty squares) PAs as functions of the PA dimension—length of the wing v. (b) Quality
factors of LSP (represented by the peak energy of scattering cross sections divided by their full width at half maximum). Notice that
circles and squares correspond to bowtie and diabolo PAs, full and empty symbols correspond to particles (direct PAs) and apertures
(inverted PAs), and red and blue color corresponds to electric and magnetic hot spots, respectively.
Not surprisingly, the peak energies of the scattering
cross section for the diabolo PAs are considerably smaller
than that for the bowtie PAs of the same wing length v.
In other words, for the same energy, the diabolo PAs are
smaller by a factor of more than 2 than the bowtie PAs.
This effect is explained by a larger effective size of con-
nected (i.e., diabolo) antennas in comparison with disjoint
ones (bowtie), which can be seen from Figs. 1(a) and 1(b),
and has been observed previously [44]. There is an impor-
tant practical consequence. The bowtie geometry allows
achievement of the high resonance energies for which
diabolo-type PAs can be too small for an involved fabri-
cation technique. Considering the minimum wing length
of 50 nm, diabolo antennas cover the LSP energy range
up to 1.2 eV while bowtie antennas operate up to 2.0 eV.
On the other hand, diabolo geometry allows for a more
compact PA design and better integration to more com-
plex devices, such as a scanning near-field probe with the
electric hot spot [45]. Further, their lower footprint repre-
sents an advantage for the fabrication of PA arrays, where
a higher planar density of hot spots is achieved.
Diabolo antennas, either direct or inverted, feature con-
siderably more intense and narrower scattering peaks cor-
responding to larger quality factors than bowtie antennas
(Fig. 3). This is probably related to lower radiative losses
due to their smaller volume.
In the following, we compare the properties and perfor-
mance of all four types of PAs. We adjust the dimensions
of the compared PAs so that they all feature the LSP res-
onance (LSPR) at the same energy. Table I shows the
dimensions of the antennas for two specific energies: 1.8
eV corresponding to the minimum absorption of gold (i.e.,
minimum of the imaginary part of dielectric function) and
0.8 eV corresponding to one of the optical communication
wavelengths (1550 nm). We note that the former energy is
accessible only with bowtie antennas. We therefore focus
on the energy of 0.8 eV.
Figure 4 shows the formation of the hot spot. PAs featur-
ing the lowest LSPR at the energy of 0.8 eV are illuminated
by a plane wave with the same photon energy. Bowtie and
inverted diabolo PAs feature the electric hot spot and delo-
calized magnetic field, while diabolo and inverted bowtie
PAs feature the magnetic hot spot and delocalized electric
field. Interestingly, the volume of all the hot spots is com-
parable despite pronounced differences in the dimensions
of PAs. The fields exhibit clear Babinet’s complementar-
ity: their spatial distribution in direct and complementary
antennas is qualitatively similar with interchanged electric
and magnetic components. Nevertheless, the magnitudes
of the complementary fields differ rather significantly. As
an example, the electric field within the hot spot of the
bowtie antenna has the relative magnitude around 25 while
the magnetic field of the inverted bowtie has the maximal
relative magnitude less than 10, i.e., almost three times
weaker than expected. This observation is attributed to the
finite thickness and conductivity of gold, which both limit
the validity of Babinet’s principle. As for the direct and
inverted diabolo, the difference in the magnitudes of the
electric and magnetic fields is less pronounced, but still
quite significant. The bowtie and diabolo duality can be
observed for the field forming the hot spot (e.g., electric for
bowtie and magnetic for diabolo), which has a very similar
spatial distribution in both cases. However, the distribu-
tion of the delocalized field (e.g., electric for bowtie and
magnetic for diabolo) differs. In general, magnetic fields
TABLE I. Dimensions (wing length) of the antennas featuring
the lowest LSPR at energies of 0.8 and 1.8 eV.
Bowtie Diabolo Inverted bowtie Inverted diabolo
0.8 eV 300 nm 95 nm 270 nm 100 nm
1.8 eV 75 nm . . . 55 nm . . .
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 4. Planar cross sections of the electric (|E|) and magnetic (| H |) field magnitudes divided by related magnitudes of the driving
plane wave. The top two subplots in each panel show field distributions in the plane parallel to the PA plane, 10 nm above the upper
PA boundary. The bottom two subplots then show field distributions in the vertical plane with the orientation indicated by white dotted
lines in the in-plane field plots. The size of all PAs is set so that they feature the lowest LSPR at 0.8 eV, which is also the photon
energy of the driving field. Solid white lines indicate antenna boundaries, while the hot spots are marked by the green point and the
numbers correspond to the field enhancement in the hot spot. The figures show only the central part of the antennas with the metallic
parts being denoted as Au for clarity.
are weaker than electric fields in agreement with previous
findings [42,46].
B. Figures of merit for optical spectroscopy
Plasmonic antennas can be used to enhance absorp-
tion and emission of light. Consequently, they enhance
the signal of interest in various optical spectroscopy tech-
niques, including absorption spectroscopy, Raman spec-
troscopy, photoluminescence spectroscopy, and absorption
spectroscopy of magnetic transitions. Here we define fig-
ures of merit (FOM) for plasmonic enhancement of dif-
ferent spectroscopy techniques and evaluate them for all
four types of PAs. We consider a small volume of the
analyzed material (e.g., molecule, quantum dot, nanostruc-
tured material, or just nanosized crystal) that fits into the
size of the hot spot.
In the case of absorption spectroscopy, absorbed power
(per unit volume) can be expressed using Fermi’s golden
rule as P = 0.5Re[σ(ω)]|E|2 where ω is the frequency of
the probing radiation (in the following referred to as light),
Re[σ ] is the real part of the complex conductivity of the
analyte, and |E| is the magnitude of the electric compo-
nent of light. For simplicity we consider that the transition
dipole moment of the analyte is parallel to the electric field
in the hot spot, which is polarized along the axis of the
PA. The presence of plasmonic antennas alters the magni-
tude of electric field exciting the analyte. For the driving
field (a plane wave) with the electric field intensity E0,
the electric intensity in the hot spot reads EHS. We define
the electric field enhancement ZE = |EHS|/E0. Clearly,
absorbed power is enhanced by the factor of Z2E , which is
thus suitable FOM for plasmon-enhanced absorption spec-
troscopy. Raman scattering is a two-photon process, where
each of the subprocesses, i.e., absorption of the driving
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photon and re-emission of the inelastically scattered pho-
tons, is enhanced by Z2E (spectral dependence of ZE can
be neglected considering a low relative energy shift in
the Raman scattering and large energy width of plasmon
resonances). Therefore, FOM for the plasmon-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy reads Z4E .
Absorption spectroscopy of magnetic transitions is rel-
evant for the study of rare-earth ions in the visible region
[20,21]. Electron paramagnetic resonance is, in principle,
also an absorption spectroscopy involving magnetic dipole
transitions in the microwave spectral range. The absorbed
power can be expressed as P = 0.5ωIm[μ(ω)]|H |2 where
ω is the frequency of light, Im[μ] is the imaginary part
of the complex permeability of the analyte, and |H | is
the magnitude of the magnetic component of light. For
the magnetic field enhancement ZH defined analogously
to ZE , the FOM for absorption spectroscopy of magnetic
transition reads Z2H .
We should note that the choice of the location in which
we should evaluate the enhancement factors is somewhat
arbitrary. In the case of the bowtie and inverted diabolo,
we decide to take the values from a spot positioned in the
center of the gap, 10 nm above the substrate, while for the
inverted bowtie and diabolo, the spot is situated 10 nm
above the center of the bridge. This choice gives us rea-
sonable estimates that are close to the average values over
the whole hot spots and it also ensures sufficient separa-
tion from the metal, which is relevant for dipolar emitters
and their quenching. Ultimately, we can afford this slight
inconsistency in the definition of the hot spot as we always
compare a bowtie with an inverted diabolo and an inverted
bowtie with a diabolo, i.e., PAs with the same definition of
the hot spot. With this in mind, we can turn our attention
back to the field enhancements ZE and ZH . The inspection
of Fig. 5 shows that both ZE and ZH decrease with increas-
ing energy as a consequence of decreased funneling effect
(the size of the wings decreases while the size of the bridge
or the gap is kept constant). The electric field enhancement
ZE ranges between 18 and 34 with the inverted diabolo PA
having slightly better performance than the bowtie. The
magnetic field-enhancement ranges between 10 and 17 for
the diabolo PA but only between 4 and 8 for the inverted
bowtie. Thus, the inverted diabolo presents an excellent
option for the electric field enhancement while the inverted
bowtie does not perform particularly well for the magnetic
field enhancement.
Luminescence spectroscopy is another important method
that can benefit from plasmon enhancement. We consider
a simple model based on the rate equation. A metastable
excitonic state with the degeneracy g is populated through
an external excitation with the rate γG. The generation is
only efficient when the metastable state is unoccupied. For
its population n, the total generation rate reads (g − n)γG.
Excitons decay into the vacuum state via radiative and non-
radiative recombination paths with the rates γR0 and γNR0,
FIG. 5. Electric (red) and magnetic (blue) field enhancements
for bowtie, diabolo, and their Babinet complements in their
respective hot spots. The electric field enhancement ZE , defined
as the ratio of magnitudes of the local electric field |EHS| and the
driving field E0, enters the figures of merit for plasmon-enhanced
absorption spectroscopy (Z2E) and Raman scattering (Z
4
E). On the
other hand, the magnetic field enhancement ZH , defined as the
ratio of the magnitudes of the local magnetic field intensity | HHS|
and the magnetic field intensity H0 of the driving field, is impor-
tant for plasmon-enhanced absorption spectroscopy of magnetic
transitions (Z2H ).
respectively. The rate equation reads
dn
dt
= (g − n)γG − nγR0 − nγNR0. (1)
In the steady state, dn/dt = 0 and
n = gγG/(γG + γR0 + γNR0). (2)
Two regimes can be distinguished. In the linear (weak
pumping) regime, γG  γR0 + γNR0 and
n ≈ gγG/(γR0 + γNR0), (3)
i.e., the population is proportional to pumping. In the satu-
ration (strong pumping) regime, γG  γR0 + γNR0 and n ≈
g, i.e., the metastable state is fully occupied. The emitted
power reads
PPL = nγR0ω, (4)
where ω is the photon energy. In the linear regime, the
emitted power can be expressed using the internal quantum
efficiency η0 = γR0/(γR0 + γNR0) as
Pl = gγGη0ω (5)
and in the saturation regime
Ps = gγR0ω. (6)
The presence of plasmonic antennas affects all three
processes (generation, radiative decay, and nonradiative
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decay). The effect on generation varies from very impor-
tant in the case of photoluminescence [18] to negligible
in the case of electroluminescence. In general, generation
is a sequential inelastic process and cannot be described
by a simple model. For that, we do not consider plasmon
enhancement of generation in the following and focus on
its influence on the radiative and nonradiative decay rates.
Spontaneous emission is affected via Purcell effect [47].
The emitter transfers its energy to PA where it is partially
radiated into far field and partially dissipated. It is cus-
tomary to express the rates of both processes in multiples
of the spontaneous emission rate γR0: ZR being the radia-
tive enhancement and ZNR the nonradiative enhancement
[48,49]. The total radiative and nonradiative decay rates
in the presence of plasmonic particles read γR = ZRγR0
and γNR = ZNRγR0 + γNR0, respectively, and the internal
quantum efficiency reads η = γR/(γR + γNR).
The figure of merit for plasmon-enhanced luminescence
(only its emission part) is the rate of the powers emitted
with and without the presence of the PA. For the linear
regime, FOM is
Fl = η/η0, (7)
while for the saturation regime it reads simply
Fs = ZR. (8)
Consequently, only emitters with a poor internal quantum
efficiency can benefit from plasmon enhancement in the
linear regime while the emitters with a high internal quan-
tum efficiency will suffer from the dissipation in metallic
PA. On the other hand, in the saturation regime plasmon
enhancement is benefitable as long as ZR > 1.
Figure 6 shows the spectral dependence of radiative and
nonradiative enhancement factors (ZR and ZNR, respec-
tively) for different types of PA with the maximum field
enhancement at 0.8 eV. A pointlike isotropic emitter (i.e.,
all polarizations are involved with the same intensity) is
positioned in the center of the PA 10 nm above the sub-
strate (bowtie and inverted diabolo) or 10 nm above the
surface of gold (diabolo and inverted bowtie). Such a
separation shall suppress emission quenching due to non-
radiative decay of the emitter. For the electric dipole tran-
sitions, a large radiative enhancement (several hundreds)
is obtained for both the bowtie and inverted diabolo. The
inverted diabolo offers approximately twice larger peak
enhancement [Fig. 6(a)] than the bowtie PA. However, the
bowtie benefits from a much lower nonradiative enhance-
ment and is thus preferable for most emitters in the linear
regime [Fig. 6(c)]. For magnetic dipole transitions, the dia-
bolo provides a considerably larger radiative enhancement
than the inverted bowtie, but it also suffers from the con-
siderably larger nonradiative enhancement [Fig. 6(b)]. In
addition, the resonance of the inverted bowtie is consid-
erably wider, which can prioritize this type of antenna for
emitters with broad spectral bands. The preferred PA type
therefore depends on specific application. We note that
the peaks in the enhancement are spectrally shifted from
the maximum field enhancement; the effect is particularly
pronounced for the inverted bowtie.
At this point it is worthwhile to estimate the accu-
racy of the electromagnetic simulations and the relevance
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 6. Radiative and nonra-
diative enhancement factors ZR
and ZNR, respectively, as func-
tions of the photon energy for
the (a) electric dipole transition
and (b) magnetic dipole transi-
tion. The values are averaged
over all possible polarizations of
the transitions. Panels (c) and
(d) then show enhancement of
the overall quantum efficiency
for two values of the internal
quantum efficiency, namely η0 =
0.9 (good emitter) and η0 = 0.05
(poor emitter). Note that even
though the radiative enhancement
for direct and inverted diabolos
is significantly higher than for
their bowtie counterparts, their
enhancement of quantum effi-
ciency is due to their equally
larger nonradiative enhancement
more or less the same.
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of their results for the experiment. Several authors com-
pared experimental and calculated values of luminescence
enhancement factors in various systems, including organic
dyes coupled to bowtie antennas [18] (measured, up to
1340; calculated, 1690), MoS2 coupled to bowtie anten-
nas [50] (measured, 980; calculated, 982), and WSe2
monolayer coupled to cavity-backed slot antennas [51]
(measured: 340; calculated: 400). Apparently, there is a
reasonable agreement between simulations and experiment
with differences up to 20%. Further, the differences con-
sist in a rather systematic overestimation of calculations
due to model simplifications. Hence, the conclusions based
on the simulations shall be robust and reproducible in the
experiment.
C. Optical trapping
Apart from enhancing optical processes, electric hot
spots can also serve as optical tweezers, i.e., they can be
used to trap small objects. In the dipole limit, the opti-
cal force that facilitates this trapping is proportional to
the gradient of the square of the electric field. Consider-
ing the evanescent nature of plasmonic near fields, electric
hot spots in the vicinity of plasmonic structures can lead to
very strong forces, stronger even than those encountered in
tightly focused beams that are routinely used to manipulate
both metallic and dielectric particles, living cells, DNA, or
bacteria [52].
To estimate the strength of the trapping force provided
by our structures, we calculated the energy required by
a 20-nm polystyrene sphere to escape the potential well
formed by the plasmonic hot spot. Considering the small
size of the particle, we deem it sufficient to work within
the dipole approximation, where the potential energy of the





where α is the polarizability of the polystyrene particle
(permittivity 2.46). Note that we limit ourselves only to
structures with electric hot spots as the magnetic dipole
moment and consequently also the magnetic trapping
potential for such a small polystyrene particle is negligi-
ble. Considering an illumination in the form of a 1-mW
beam focused into a 2-μm spot (corresponding to the inten-
sity of 318 kWm−2) with the investigated structure in its
centre, the magnitudes of the trapping potential (which
we define as the potential difference between the hot spot
and when we are away from it) are plotted in Fig. 7. As
one might expect, the trapping potential mimics the field
enhancement shown in Fig. 5, with larger values attained at
lower resonance energies. Assuming that the system is
at the room temperature (T = 300 K), the trapping energy
at 0.8 eV becomes comparable to the thermal energy of the
polystyrene particles, which indicates that these structures
FIG. 7. Depth of the trapping potential for 20-nm polystyrene
spheres induced by bowtie and inverted diabolo PAs illuminated
by the light with the intensity of 318 kWm−2. The potential is
expressed at the energy of the lowest LSPR and displayed as a
function of this energy. The dashed line indicates the thermal
energy at room temperature (kBT = 26 meV).
have a potential to serve as a dual purpose tool that is capa-
ble of capturing an object and enhance its optical response
at nanoscale.
D. Materials beyond gold
To demonstrate the general validity of our results we
now discuss two other plasmonic materials: silver and
zirconium nitride (ZrN). Silver is a traditional plasmonic
metal, which supports surface plasmon polaritons (SPP)
in a broader spectral range than gold (up to the energy of
3 eV) and exhibits slightly lower electron scattering rate.
On the other hand, silver PAs are not as stable as gold
PAs and can degrade over time [54]. ZrN is a semiconduc-
tor from a class of transition-metal nitrides that supports
SPP in the visible spectral range (up to 3 eV) under suffi-
ciently large doping [55]. The electron scattering in ZrN
is significantly larger than in gold. For our simulations,
the dielectric function of silver has been taken from John-
son and Christy [43] and the dielectric function of the
doped ZrN has been taken from Naik et al. [55]. The elec-
tron scattering time τ can be estimated from the dielectric
function ε(ω) as τ = −Im(ε)/[ωRe(ε)], where Re and Im
denote the real and imaginary part, and ω is the angular
frequency. At the photon energy of 0.8 eV, τ reads 32 fs
for silver, 8.2 fs for gold, and 0.8 fs for ZrN.
The energies of the lowest LSPR supported by silver
and ZrN PAs are shown as Figs. S1(a) and S2(a) within
the Supplemental Material [56]. The energy is only weakly
dependent on the material of the PA, with a slight blueshift
observed for the smallest silver PAs attributed to the large
plasma frequency and the absence of interband transitions
in silver in the respective energy range. The energies of
LSPR in the Babinet-complementary PAs are nearly iden-
tical, with the differences up to 10% for gold and silver.
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Notably, ZrN exhibits larger differences (up to 15%) at
the energy of 2 eV (due to proximity of the plasma fre-
quency and a related zero-cross-point of the real part of the
dielectric function) but very low differences (below 5%)
at energies below 1 eV where ZrN rapidly approaches the
limit of perfect electric conductor.
The Q factors of the lowest LSPR supported by silver
and ZrN PAs are shown as Figs. S1 and S2 within the Sup-
plemental Material [56]. Typical values for silver PAs are
by about 25% higher than for gold PAs, while the values
for ZrN PAs are about four times lower. As expected, the
Q factor decreases for decreasing electron scattering time.
The relation is weaker than linear, since the total plasmon
damping is in addition to the collision damping contributed
also by the radiation damping and the Landau damping
[57].
Figure 8 compares all three materials in terms of the
figures of merit of optical spectroscopy and trapping. We
show the results only for the better PA of the pair sup-
porting a specific hot spot, which is the inverted diabolo
PA for the electric hot spot and the diabolo PA for the
magnetic hot spot. Complete characterization including
also the bowtie and inverted bowtie PAs is provided as
Figs. S1 and S2 within the Supplemental Material [56].
The trends observed for gold PAs are qualitatively repro-
duced for silver and ZrN PAs. Low-scattering materials
provide better FOM. The effect is most pronounced for the
decay-rate enhancement factors, where the low scattering
results in both high radiative decay-rate enhancement ZR
and low nonradiative decay-rate enhancement ZNR.
Tables II and III summarize the FOM at the energy
of 0.8 eV corresponding to the telecommunication wave-
length of 1.55 μm. The dimensions of the antennas are
adjusted to set the energy of the lowest LSPR to 0.8 eV
(represented by the peak of the scattering cross section)
so that we evaluate the resonant (maximum) values of the
FOM. The antenna footprint F is defined as the area of
smallest rectangle fully containing the antenna. Table II
presents the FOM related to the electric hot spot: the Q
factor defined as the peak energy divided by the FWHM of
the scattering cross section, the electric field enhancement
ZE , the radiative (ZR) and nonradiative (ZNR) decay-rate
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 8. Comparison of gold, silver, and ZrN PAs. (a) Field-enhancement factors for the electric field in inverted diabolo PAs (red)
and the magnetic field in diabolo PAs (blue) expressed at the energy of the lowest LSPR as functions of this energy. (b) Depth of
the trapping potential for 20-nm polystyrene spheres induced by inverted diabolo PAs illuminated by the light with the intensity of
318 kWm−2. The potential is expressed at the energy of the lowest LSPR and displayed as a function of this energy. The dashed line
indicates the thermal energy at room temperature (kBT = 26 meV). (c),(d) Radiative and nonradiative enhancement factors ZR and ZNR,
respectively, as functions of the photon energy for (c) the inverted diabolo PA and the electric dipole transition and (d) the diabolo PA
and the magnetic dipole transition. The values are averaged over all possible polarizations of the transitions. The energy of the lowest
LSPR in the PAs is set to 0.8 eV.
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TABLE II. Figures of merit related to the electric hot spot at the energy of 0.8 eV.
Material Geometry F [nm2] Q ZE ZR ZNR VTB [meV]
Silver i. diabolo 5.8 × 104 5.6 33 952 48 37
bowtie 41 × 104 2.4 24 304 1 16
Gold i. diabolo 5.3 × 104 4.9 30 775 268 25.6
bowtie 40 × 104 2.4 25 338 37 19.4
ZrN i. diabolo 5.3 × 104 2.1 12 112 350 5.7
bowtie 36 × 104 1.6 16 142 140 7.3
enhancements for an electric dipole transition, and the
trapping barrier VTB defined as the depth of the trapping
potential for the illumination intensity of 318 kWm−2. It
includes only PAs with the electric hot spot, i.e., bowtie
and inverted diabolo. Table III presents the FOM related
to the magnetic hot spot: the Q factor, the magnetic field
enhancement ZH , and the radiative (ZR) and nonradiative
(ZNR) decay-rate enhancements for a magnetic dipole tran-
sition. It includes PAs with the magnetic hot spot, i.e.,
inverted bowtie and diabolo.
There is a clear qualitative correlation between all FOM.
Large values of Q factor correspond to a large field
enhancement and large radiative decay enhancements,
while nonradiative decay enhancements are small. Sil-
ver with the highest electron scattering time of all three
materials involved in the study shows better performance
compared to gold, which is superior to ZrN, the material
with the lowest electron scattering time. The diabolo PAs
offer better FOM (and lower footprint) than the bowtie PAs
due to reduced radiation losses. This finding holds for both
the bowtie and the inverted diabolo PAs supporting the
electric hot spot and the inverted bowtie and the diabolo
PAs supporting the magnetic hot spot.
E. Babinet dimer with electromagnetic hot spot
Bowtie and diabolo PAs enhance either an electric or
a magnetic component of the field, while the other com-
ponent is only weakly enhanced and spatially focused. In
this section we propose a Babinet dimer antenna that forms
an electromagnetic hot spot enhancing and focusing both
components of the electromagnetic field equally. The Babi-
net dimer antenna is formed by a direct and an inverse PA,
vertically stacked so closely that their individual electric
and magnetic hot spots overlap. We explore and com-
pare two configurations, namely the Babinet bowtie dimer
(BBD) [schematically depicted in Fig. 9(a)], consisting of
a bowtie on top of an inverted bowtie PA, and the Babi-
net diabolo dimer (BDD) [sketched in Fig. 9(c)] made
up by an inverted diabolo on top of a diabolo PA. In
both configurations, the upper PA is rotated with respect
to the bottom one by 90◦ so that both of them can be
excited by the same source polarization (oriented along the
long axis of the direct PA) and the upper and bottom PAs
are separated by a 10-nm spacer layer with the refractive
index equal to 1.5. As the individual modes in the closely
spaced PAs exhibit strong interaction, the dimensions of
the dimer constituents are adjusted so that the maximum
field enhancement occurs at 0.8 eV for both the electric and
magnetic component. For the BBD, the wing lengths of the
top (↑) and bottom (↓) PAs are set to v↑ = 110 nm and
v↓ = 200 nm, while for the BDD, the optimal dimensions
read v↑ = 200 nm and v↓ = 110 nm. Note that the antenna
providing the magnetic enhancement is in both cases situ-
ated underneath the one with the electric enhancement so
that the electromagnetic hot spot is directly accessible from
the top.
Figure 9(b) demonstrates the formation of the electro-
magnetic hot spot in the BBD. The dimer is illuminated by
the field polarized along the long axis of the bowtie and
perpendicular to the long axis of inverted bowtie, which
results in formation of an electric hot spot (field enhance-
ment 14) around the direct bowtie and a magnetic hot spot
(field enhancement 13) around the inverted bowtie. The
closely spaced hot spots overlap, yielding the maximum
simultaneous enhancement of both fields close to 8.4 at the
position indicated by the green point in Fig. 9. The inspec-
tion of Figs. 3 and 5 reveals that these values are similar
TABLE III. Figures of merit related to the magnetic hot spot at the energy of 0.8 eV.
Material Geometry F [nm2] Q ZH ZR ZNR
Silver diabolo 4.8 × 104 9.7 21 257 34
i. bowtie 34 × 104 1.9 7.5 40 5
Gold diabolo 4.8 × 104 7.5 15 130 94
i. bowtie 33 × 104 1.9 6.6 26 15
ZrN diabolo 4.4 × 104 2.1 5.0 11 83
i. bowtie 31 × 104 1.0 3.7 8 55
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 9. (a) Schematic drawing of the BBD. A direct bowtie (wing length 110 nm) lies on top of an inverted bowtie (wing length
200 nm), they are mutually rotated by 90◦ and separated by a 10-nm spacer layer. (b) Distribution of the electric (left) and magnetic
(right) fields in the vicinity of the BBD. The top two subplots show the fields in a plane parallel to the individual PAs, namely inside
the spacer layer with 5-nm distance from both of them [indicated by a black dotted line in (a)]. The bottom two subplots then show
the fields in a vertical plane perpendicular to the metal bridge of the inverted bowtie. The orientation of the plane is outlined by
a white dotted line in the schematic drawing in (a) and also in the top two subplots showing the fields in the horizontal plane. (c)
Schematic drawing of the BDD. A direct diabolo (wing length 110 nm) lies underneath an inverted bowtie (wing length 200 nm), they
are mutually rotated by 90◦ and separated by a 10-nm spacer layer. The distribution of the electric (left) and the magnetic (right) fields
around the BDD is plotted in (d), with planar cross sections positioned and oriented in the same manner as in the case of BBD. Note
that both BBD and BDD are illuminated with a plane wave polarized along the long axes of the direct PAs and the green point marks
the position, in which the electric and magnetic field enhancements are equal in magnitude (with the value specified by the number).
to those obtained for single PAs of comparable size. This
indicates that the enhancement mechanism based on the
charge accumulation (or the current funneling) at the wing
apices is rather robust and resistant to changes in surround-
ings of the PA. The other proposed design, BDD, possesses
electromagnetic hot spot as well, with maximum simul-
taneous enhancement of 11, while the individual maxima
read 21 (electric enhancement) and 16 (magnetic enhance-
ment) [see Fig. 9(d)]. These values are again close to those
encountered in single PAs, despite the partial screening
of the bottom diabolo by its upper counterpart. On the
whole, the better performance of isolated diabolos (at least
in terms of local field enhancement) imprints itself also
into Babinet dimers.
So far we altogether disregard the vectorial nature of
electromagnetic fields, which can be important in certain
applications. In the designs proposed above, the electric
and magnetic fields in the hot spot are perpendicular to
each other, but one can achieve also other mutual orien-
tations simply by rotating the vertically stacked antennas
with respect to each other. Such control over the local
polarization state of the light is quite valuable, especially
when we consider the aforementioned robustness with both
the field amplitude and orientation tightly bound to the
geometry of the PAs.
In comparison to previous proposals [58,59] and real-
izations [13] of plasmonic electromagnetic hot spots, our
proposal brings two benefits. (i) It enhances both fields on
equal basis, i.e., with the same amplitude, resonance fre-
quency, and lateral spatial distribution. (ii) It involves two
isolated antennas, which can be adjusted independently,
allowing extended tunability of the hot spot.
Interestingly, BBD can be used as Huygens meta-
atoms—building blocks of metasurfaces that simultane-
ously support electric and magnetic modes. Due to the
so-called Kerker effect [60] the Huygens metasurfaces
exhibit strongly directional scattering of light and allow
achievement of metasurfaces with improved transmission
efficiency [61]. The realization of Huygens meta-atom
reported by Zhang et al. [61] is composed of a direct
rodlike plasmonic antenna and an inverted rodlike plas-
monic aperture positioned above each other, i.e., it can be
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viewed as a BBD with bowties replaced with rods. Using
bowtie antennas instead of rods shall preserve the direc-
tional scattering and enhance the light-matter coupling
in the hot spot, paving the way towards multifunctional
metasurfaces capable of simultaneous enhancement the
light-matter interaction and light manipulation with high
transmission efficiency. We note that the BBD discussed
above is optimized for the field enhancement and exhibits
rather low directionality of the scattering. Simultaneous
optimization of both quantities is a subject for further
investigation.
Ref. [61] also provides a possible fabrication proto-
col for the BBD. Alternatively, electron-beam lithography
overlay process can be used [62,63].
IV. CONCLUSION
We perform a comprehensive study on the plasmonic
antennas featuring electric, magnetic, and electromag-
netic hot spots: bowtie and inverted diabolo, diabolo
and inverted bowtie, and their dimers, respectively. We
combine two types of electric-magnetic complementarity:
bowtie and diabolo duality and Babinet’s principle.
For a specific resonance frequency, diabolo antennas are
significantly smaller than bowtie antennas, and thus harder
to fabricate but easier to integrate. For the minimum wing
length of 50 nm, bowties covered the energy range up to
2.0 eV while diabolos only up to 1.2 eV. Diabolo antennas
also exhibit considerably narrower resonances related to
a higher Q factor as a consequence of a lower scattering
cross section.
We evaluate figures of merit for different methods of
optical spectroscopy and for optical trapping. One of the
most important figures of merit is the field enhancement in
the hot spot, which is larger for the diabolo antennas than
for the bowtie antennas (and also for the electric field than
the magnetic field). For the luminescence, the key figure
of merit is the radiative and nonradiative decay enhance-
ment. Here, diabolo antennas exhibited a slightly stronger
radiative decay enhancement than bowtie antennas but also
pronouncedly stronger nonradiative enhancement, making
the direct bowtie antenna a preferred option for the electric
dipole transitions and the inverted bowties an equiva-
lent alternative of the diabolo for the magnetic dipole
transitions.
As for the material composition, we find better figures
of merit for the plasmonic antennas made of materials with
lower electron scattering rates. Silver is slightly better than
gold, while zirconium nitride is considerably worse.
Finally, we propose Babinet dimer antennas enhancing
both the electric and magnetic field on an equal basis and
forming an electromagnetic hot spot, which finds appli-
cations in studies of rare earth ions, optical trapping,
metamaterials, or nonlinear optics.
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